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‘Frequent, drizzling, genial showers’: imperial forest science, clean water and industrial Glasgow
Several historians of British Imperial rule have examined the role of Scottish-trained experts and administrators in framing anxieties about ‘unhealthy’ colonial environments, expressed as the need to manage and control natural resources (Grove 1995; MacKenzie 1997; Beattie 2011). Grove has argued that Scottish medical students, whose training included field study of natural sciences, developed in their colonial careers an environmental consciousness that linked together disease, drought and deforestation as interconnected factors. While this notion of the environment as a complex dynamic system was developed in unfamiliar climates such as those of India or South Africa, these ideas later returned to Britain through popularising publications such as Forests and moisture (John Croumbie Brown 1877) or events such as the Great International Fisheries Exhibition (1883) and Edinburgh International Forestry Exhibition (1884). These colonial influences on environmental thinking in Britain form a contrast with accounts, centred in the British mainland experience, of the development of environmental organisations such as the Lake District Defence Society that were more concerned with preservation of culturally significant sites of historic interest or natural beauty against the ravages of development. But although colonial and ‘local’ approaches to the development of ideas of conservation are conceptually separate in many ways, nevertheless they both often privilege the ideas and the deliberations of educated individuals such as landowners or civil servants taking on the role of guardians of beleaguered nature, opposing modern industrial environments. This paper will consider instead a more urbanised view from industrial Glasgow of the value of the woods, mountains, and waters of the Scottish Highlands, from Loch Katrine through to the Firth of Clyde, and with particular reference to the development of discourses of sustainable natural processes with aesthetic, scientific, and municipal elements, aimed at the construction of an engineered and dynamic landscape of amenity.

This paper is speculative and questioning, combining several strands of enquiry on the notion of sustainability, the development of ‘environmental thinking’, and the politics of nature in the context of planned and managed landscapes. In my wider current research I am investigating the interactions between landscape representations of Highland Scotland and the exploitation of water resources through public engineering projects. Today I examine the contribution of British imperial forest science and the development of ‘environmental’ concepts of water circulation—and the ways in which ideas developed India or South Africa fed back into debates on landscape management in Britain in the 1870s and 1880s. The important issues I want to trace are first, the development of the idea that the ‘environment’ is something holistic, a dynamic system of interrelated forces, where forests and living species are all considered actors in a watershed region. Second is the notion of decay or biodegradability as something virtuous. [summed up in David Carroll’s phrase the ‘art of decomposition’ (Carroll 1995: 58-75).]

I use as my starting example the regional environment of Glasgow and its hinterlands, including the municipal management of the public health of the city, and the leisure uses of the landscape of amenity. I follow the spatial trajectory of the flows of water from mountain hills and streams, through the taps, toilets, and factories of the city and on into the Firth of Clyde. This focus allows me to critically examine a range of accounts of the history of sustainability and suggest some new directions for enquiry.

Several historians of British Imperial rule have examined the role of Scottish-trained experts and administrators in framing anxieties about ‘unhealthy’ colonial environments (Grove 1995; MacKenzie 1997; Beattie 2011). Medical officers whose training included field study of natural sciences developed in their colonial careers an environmental consciousness that linked together disease, drought and deforestation as interconnected factors—the argument was that natural forest cover was the key to ample clean water supplies. As a result we see the development of a kind of regional system thinking in colonial contexts that fed back to Britain at a later date, as for example in the work of John Croumbie Brown, one-time Government Botanist at the Cape of Good Hope, and his later efforts to shape the direction of forest and landscape science and policy in Britain. 

There are gaps between the concerns and issues addressed in these ‘global environmental histories’ and more British-centred accounts of the development of ‘modern environmentalism’ such Harriet Ritvo’s consideration of the ‘dawn of green’. In many accounts of the British environmental movement there is greater emphasis on the defence of scenic natural beauty as the key issue (Commons Preservation Society 1865 –see Ranlett 1983; Ritvo 2009). Thus in the Thirlmere water scheme in the 1870s we see the influence of a new body of people, campaigners at a distance such as Octavia Hill or John Ruskin who felt that beautiful ‘unspoiled’ places such as the Lake District belonged to everyone (Ritvo 2009: 79-80). [Rights of way and Octavia Hill open spaces society 1865, 84-86]

This notion of defending ‘unspoiled’ places is an influential concept that still endures; in Ruskin’s environmental thinking the term ‘unspoiled’ took on a really anxious edge, as a fear of defilement, of disgusted rage at the ineffaceable human stain and pollution of nature. As David Carroll argues, for Ruskin there was no concept of biodegradability, Carroll 1995: 74. 

In the histories of forestry in Britain the link to water supplies are not so clearly made. The concept of ‘unspoiled’ nature remains key, however, despite the fact that forests are so fraught with historical, social, and economic overlays. (Fowler 2002; Smout 2003). [We see use of resources such as Thomas Hunter, editor of Perthshire constitutional and journal  (1883) Woods, forest, and estates of Perthshire with sketches of the principal families in the county depicting the gorgeous trees of Perthshire, full of curious, notable and historical objects, specimens, stories] 
Overall, and due to the nature of property laws of forests, historical accounts often emphasise the ideas of powerful individuals, elite landowners such as the ‘planting lairds’ of the Scottish Highlands who developed a cult of nature and the notion of a wild or ‘unspoilt’ landscape, combined with tree worship as a kind of precious collection.

But although colonial and ‘local’ British accounts of the development of ideas of nature conservation are separate in many ways, nevertheless they both often privilege the ideas and the deliberations of educated individuals such as landowners or civil servants taking on the role of guardians of beleaguered nature, opposing modern industrial environments.

But we could develop some different and more municipal urbanised acounts of policies and thinking in this period. To this end I will consider in the first part the character of Loch Katrine as a site of beauty, amenity and water management in relation to its very close proximity to the city of Glasgow. In the second part I present connections drawn between water supply and forest management, and finally I introduce the contribution to debates about water quality and forest management raised by an apparently side interest group, the fishery lobbies—encompassing both commercial fisheries and also the vast amateur ‘angling army’ of weekend fishermen.

Loch Katrine was Romantic tourist haunt initially due to literary cults of Ossian and of course Walter Scott. Organised excursions and travel infrastructure reinforced the importance of this place, and it was further re-presented in landscape views such as Hector McCulloch’s Loch Katrine 1866. 

[SLIDE text Loch Katrine 1866 Perth Museum and Art Gallery. ‘it was impossible for the cultured Victorian to see Loch Katrine without recalling Scott’s famous verse on this place from ‘The lady of the lake’ Canto 1 XIV… the poet Alexander Smith, writing in the Scotsman 17 February 1866 noted when analysing the impact of this picture on the viewer: ‘Scotland is Scott-land. He is the light in which it is seen’ (Smith 1988: 92-3)], (Gold and Gold 1995: 1-4; John Morrison Chapter 3, ‘the lure of the Highlands’ pp. 47-48)  George IV’s visit to Edinburgh 1822, p. 48-, managed by Sir Walter Scott, who turned ‘Highland’ into ‘Scottish and Loyal subject. Even Scott’s son-in-law, J.G. Lockhart Life of Sir Walter Scott, p. 481, remarks, ‘in consequence of the selfish and hard-hearted policy of the [Highland] landlords it almost seemed as if there was a cruel mockery in giving so much prominence to their pretensions’ cited p. 59. [Thomas Cook, first Scottish excursion in 1846, the ‘package tour’]

Hard against this wild Highland shrine was also the overcrowded and dirty industrial city of Glasgow (Gold and Gold1995: 4-7). (Gold and Gold 1995: 38-9). Loch Katrine and the city of Glasgow is a perfect example of the country-city polarisation familiar from the work of Raymond Williams and following writers on the ‘ideology of landscape’; more recently brought into a more direct bearing on the landscapes of water by writings such as Matthew Gandy’s Concrete and Clay or Maria Kaika’s (2005) City of flows: modernity, nature, and the city.

Glasgow and Loch Katrine were connected by various technologies of travel and assimilation: the steam ship and the railway, and also by literary technologies; the experience of travelling to Loch Katrine was heavily mediatised, with mementoes of the site and of Scott’s poem linked in popular souvenirs. 
[Foster, Birket (1854) Memento of the Trosachs, Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond and the neighbouring scenery Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, offered a series of twenty-seven wood engravings, this is exactly that, with almost no text apart from snatches of verse set in to the images, such ‘Grey Stirling! Bulwark of the North’, from the Lady of the Lake.
Robertson, John (1858) Robertson’s Tourist Guide to the beautiful and romantic scenery of Lochlomond, Loch Tay, and Glencoe; also Loch-Long, Loch-Katrine, The Trossachs, Stirling, Edinburgh, Lake Monteith, &Aberfoyle  John Robertson:  Vale of Leven, 3rd edition, a genial description of the mechanisms of tourism, including transport technology, refreshment stops, poetry, noted individuals, as well as the pleasures of wild landscape, is a genuine tourist guide as it lists transport links, the boat from Broomielaw down the Clyde to Loch Lomond, then describes how to negotiate the various interchanges from then onwards by coach. From the first stage of sailing down the Clyde the text points out landmarks and points of interest; for example, ‘the famed Hotel, Frisky Hall’ near the railway station in Bowling. Finally Loch Katrine ‘bursts upon’ the tourist’s view with its new and commodious hotel, and the screw steamer, ‘Rob Roy’, carried in bits from Denny’s shipyard and assembled at the lakeside, (Robertson 1858: 56). 
Wilson, G.W. (1868) Photographs of English and Scottish Scenery by G.W.Wilson:Trossachs and Loch Katrine London: Marion & Co. Wilson 1868 scenes follow in the same path as the tourist approaching the Loch and sailing along it on the steamer]

In addition, approaching from Glasgow from the late 1850s would also associate this romantic place with modern convenience, progress and technological control of nature, when it became the source of a clean piped-water supply to the city. 

[SLIDE text Glasgow Herald 3 October 1853 ‘the cholera has been permitted by our Creator for no other object than that of enforcing upon the rich and intelligent the amendment of the habitations of the poor’ Letter from Henry McCormac, physician specialising in cholera Stewart Memorial Fountain Kelvongrive Park celebrated Robert Stewart’s efforts as Lord Provost to secure Parliamentary approval in 1855 for Loch Katrine water supply] 

Loch Katrine was a significant water scheme, but not as the spur to middle class aesthetic environmentalism, instead it acted as an emblem of ‘common good’ works (Maver 2000: 367-374) The main controversies and debates about this scheme were not about spoiling an area of wild scenic beauty but were instead focused more on the actual funding mechanism for the scheme, whether it should be through public or private enterprise: [‘The Glasgow Loch Katrine water scheme’ Glasgow Herald 20 February 1854 an off printed pamphlet excerpt distributed at the time when bill was going through parliament, the scheme was promoted by the City Council, as a public work, at ‘cost price’ not as a private business] Initially liberal business-oriented councillors hated the idea of a non-commercial municipal water scheme, but they were swayed by arguments of public accountability and economies of scale (Maver 1996: 454-6). Loch Katrine became an example that legitimised municipal action and investment elsewhere (Maver 1996: 457) fuelling the notion that water was a public good that held sway in Western cities for most of the twentieth century until neo-liberal privatisation initiatives in the 1980s (Kaika 2005).

But the more pure water flowed in, the more filthy water came out. The introduction of drains and water closets made additional pollution. 

[Glasgow: water problems, Firth of Clyde and sewage treatment. Glasgow pamphlets volume Mu22-e.8, dedicated to public health-including poverty, crime, drunkenness, overcrowding but also sanitary concerns about human waste, sewage. Water closets might appear cleaner and better than those old dry privies that were emptied by waste collectors, but the collected sewage and smell in pipes and in the waters of the Clyde and Kelvin were unbearable, remedies suggested included deodorizing with sulphuric acid or carbonic acid. see for example
Report on the means of deodorizing the sewage of Glasgow (1858) Thomas Anderson and John Frederic Bateman 
William Crookes (1876) Memorandum on the treatment of the sewage of Glasgow by the ABC process of the Native Guano Company 

Mu25-c.31 another collection of pamphlets, mostly about the river Clyde this time, and most on the subject of dredging and navigation some good pictures and diagrams here. but also two pamphlets on sewage, one by William Robertson On the removal of sewage of the city of Glasgow 1868 basically collect into two vast sewers north and south and take this to Renfrew where the tides can carry it away, and a slightly later pamphlet by G.W.Muir (1881) Letter... describing a plan for the purification of the rivers Clyde and Kelvin with proposed sewers and precipitation and treatment works to deodorize the solid matter ready for discharge into the tidal parts of the river 

It took a month for sewage to travel from Glasgow Bridge to Dumbarton castle at a rate of half a mile a day, thus there is a month’s sewage in the river on this stretch in normal summer conditions, (Muir 1881: 11). This meant that methods of water treatment, and methods of breaking down the waste rapidly became a focus of concern.

As we know, imperial scientists had emphasized the connections between water supplies and forest management, and in contrast to laissez-faire liberal policies in Britain, state intervention and control of resources and infrastructure were actively promoted from the late 1840s.
[Dalhousie Governor General of India 1848-56. Due to lobbying by various medical officers on connections between drought, famine, deforestation and soil erosion, Dalhousie stated that the forests should be regarded as state property [Mackenzie 111; Beattie 101-5].

[John Croumbie Brown was in South Africa from 1844-48, when he arrived the landscape was rich and interesting, p. 100-104. but the drought of 1845-7 created a desiccated region. Grove argues that this disaster shaped Brown’s notion of a despoiled Eden and informed his thesis of forest planting, anti erosion, start of ‘Reserves’ of nature. Brown valued nature in equilibrium, he blamed both white farmer settlers for environmental degradation as well as ‘natives’ (Grove 109-111. Beattie 2011: 100-122)]

John Croumbie Brown ‘Formerly Government Botanist at the Cape of Good Hope and Professor of Botany in the South African College, Capetown, Fellow of Royal Geographical Society, Fellow of Linnean Society, Hon. Vice-President of the African Institute of Paris (on title page) popularised these issues back in Britain through articles and books such as Brown, John Croumbie (1877) Forests and moisture; or effects of forests on humidity of climate Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd. Brown was a trained botanist, academic, and also a Church of Scotland Minister. His ideas were informed by European forest science for example the French reboisement projects in the Alps after the Revolution placed land under centralising state control. To Brown, tree cover would solve the two problems of uncontrolled water in the landscape—taming the evils of both drought AND of flood. Brown uses very powerful metaphors of accumulation and synergy to invoke the enormous power of collective minute actions he saw in living forests. His opening chapter conveys the enormous vigour and rapid multiplication of living cells in plants through the water gathering of rootlets and the breathing of stomata, pp. 3-20.

[SLIDE TEXT ‘So the meteorological effects of a tiny leaf or a tiny moss, scarcely perceptible by a hurried glance, or those of a single tree, may be inappreciable because infinitesimally small, but the effects produced by a forest with its countless trees, boughs, and leaves be most manifest’ (Brown 1877: 1)Brown aims to study and to reason from the lesser to the greater… ]
Governed, I would argue by the metaphor he establishes very early on of the essential cumulative nature of phemomena—in the vegetable and human worlds—as he says, just as a cell is a ‘complete organism, an integer, it is consequently an integral part of a more comprehensive structure into which it enters—so a man is himself complete, an integer, and consequently an integral part of the nation to which he belongs…’ p. 5]

His next chapters expand, to the quantity of moisture evaporated cumulatively from leaves. He quotes Cezanne (the natural philosopher of forests, not the painter) writing in the Revue des Eaux et Forets in the 1860s and his striking phrase describing the action of vegetables as ‘veritable alembics’ distilling water into the air , p. 21, the even temperature maintained by forests in all seasons of 54 fahrenheit, p. 33. and finally to the Benefits of humus covering the soil and feeding the vegetation, p. 71-2

In his text, Brown reviews many writers on the devastation wrought by man on the natural forests of the earth, explicitly linking this with the notion of man made climate change, pp. 110-2 

[Cites the work of the French forest scientist Surrell Etude sur les Torrents des Hautes Alpes 1841 who argued that trees are the best and most effective land-binders, he compares the effects of vegetation against other built defences such as embankments, man-made structures, in Surrell’s view, were mere ‘passive masses’ rather than the ‘active forces of forests; ‘obstacles, inert and decaying. Opposed to living powers, which always attack, and which never decay’, p. 242.
Evidently, writers such as Surrell or Cezanne used extremely inflammatory language, here is Cezanne, decrying the evil effects of deforestation: ‘by man’s deed, the mountains are inoculated with the leprosy of the torrents.’ P. 244
Reboisement policy established in 1860, p. 251]

Brown closes with a reflection of different climates he has worked in, of Scotland and South Africa mostly, and their complete contrast. In Scotland as he notes, there are ‘frequent, drizzling, genial showers’ prevailing that he attributes in part to the influence of the woods, p.306. [Brown is too even-handed to go overboard with polemic, he prefers to present accounts, reports and conflicting observations, but he does allow himself in conclusion that forests can certainly retard the flow of rainfall ameliorating flood danger, second, that forests can maintain a general humidity of moisture and soil, p. 308 

Rattray, John and Hugh Robert Mill, eds (1885) Forestry and forestry products: prize essays of the Edinburgh International Forestry Exhibition, 1884 Edinburgh: David Douglas 
Brown was attempting to create a new framework for forest policy in Britain, based on scientific and state controlled institutions, and move away from the reality of forestry in Britain in the 1880s was that of the commercial and landowner view. Both these approaches mingled in the exhibits and publications produced around the time of the Forestry exhibition of 1884, with aim of raising funds towards the foundation of a Forest School in Great Britain. 

[The editors start with a defence of specialisation in exhibition topic, in line with a similar tendency in ‘Science, Literature and Art’. The age of universal exhibitions such as 1851 is past. So Forestry, the Edinburgh Exhibition was prompted by members of the Scottish Arboricultural Society who in 1882 raised the question of the value of the Forestry Exhibits they had seen at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878—the aim of a specialist exhibition would aid the ‘science of the woods’ but also perhaps raise funds towards the foundation of a Forest School in Great Britain. The organising committee recruited members and additional funds from the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland (a group of major landowners), p. xiv. Site chosen was on front terrace of Donaldson’s Hospital. Opened on 1 July 1884, the aims as announced were: ‘all previous Exhibitions that have ever been held were different in character from this one. They were intended to show the result of man’s ingenuity, and what human mind and art can do…]

Although the organisers claimed the exhibition would show off Nature herself, and ‘to try to teach those who come here how the first product of Nature—trees—may be fostered and preserved for the future benefit of man’ xxvi. However, despite this primeval note, the entertainments were thoroughly up-to-date, with electric arc lights and incandescent bulbs, run by the Anglo-American Brush Company an electric railway run by a Mr. Binko, finally, Balloon ascents in the ‘Sunbeam’ carrying visitors aloft  [xxvii]. 
[The introduction ends by noting how although Britain held the largest tracts of forests in the world due to Empire, this had led to some complacency, it was only in 1850 the British Association meeting in Edinburgh had seriously considered forest management in order to maintain timber supplies, result, India Forest Administration 1855, and IFA 1862, p. xxx.]

Then go to Howitz and fisheries. 

The year previously there had been another international specialist exhibition to bring together the many varieties of Fishing interests, and we see here also an integrated view of the environment as a regional dynamic system: Howitz, D. (1883) Forest protection and tree culture on water frontages  (Papers of the conferences held in connection with the Great International Fisheries Exhibition) London : William Clowes and Sons, Limited
In his paper, Howitz, a forest conservator, and commissioner for Denmark, urges forest planting as a means of supporting fish stocks. He took as accepted fact the relationship of forests and water resource management p4, and then developed this further: ‘as a means of yielding a constant supply of water, food, shelter for the fishes’. P, 5

Again, and using a powerful imagistic language of accumulation, Howitz conjures the forest, ‘with its numberless roots and decaying vegetation’, retaining the rainwater and preventing it from rushing to the rivers and the sea; ‘it acts like a great sieve and retains fine particles of the soil, which the action of the numberless roots have decomposed, thereby fertilising the land and forming a layer of mould or humus, in which insects, worms, larvae, and other animalcules live and breed’, p. 5-6. 

[SLIDE TEXT ‘The branchlets, leaves, decaying and decayed vegetation, produce a vast amount of nourishment for the fish, and one most agreeable to them. Each breeze drops into the water numberless grubs, caterpillars, beetles, flies, and other insects, the food most relished by fishes, while from the banks and roots worms and grubs are constantly supplying them with delicacies’ (Howitz 1883: 6). ]

Howitz further added that all forests, whether private property, commons, or belonging to the State, should be placed under the control of the state. P. 9 

The fisheries conference also published several papers on pollution of streams, citing the Royal Commissions of River Pollution of 1868 and 1871, and the River Clyde, came in for some unfavourable mention, with a note of the striking contrast between the unpolluted waters which came down to Glasgow and the ‘stinking flood to which they have been changed not twenty miles below that point’ [SLIDE TEXT quoted on p. 14 of V.B. Barrinton-Kennett, ‘River pollution by refuse from manufactures and mines’ 1883, and of the Clyde below Glasgow, ‘in summer time there is a perfect commotion with air and gas bubbles over the whole surface of the water, and it is so bad they cannot use it for the boilers of the little steam ferry- boats that ply across the river, another report on town sewage]

So overall in the fisheries conference we hear about a holistic approach to regional environments, coupled with the extra factor of biodegradability and the action of numerous small organisms in a sustainable cycle of clean water. One other element in the fishery conference is the clear recognition of an anonymous and numerous mass of amateur, low-ranking nature observers, the ‘angling army’ of coarse fishermen. Numerous angling magazines and clubs concentrated the conversations and concerns of the thousands of individuals who spent hours observing the interactions of organisms, vegetation, and weather. This is a different body of environmental consciousness to explore, apart from the more aesthetic ‘national trust’ networks of campaigners.

[J.P.Wheeldon  ‘Freshwater fishing in Great Britain other than trout or salmon’ (Angling Editor of Bell’s Life)
Wheeldon promotes freshwater fishing in warm terms as the sport of the poor man... Throughout the season the great railway stations are crowded every week with whole battalions of the rank and file of the angling army, ‘the ranks of thronging piscators’, p. 5-6. He notes how at London, Brighton and on South Coast Station, and at Liverpool street, every Sunday morning, p.4... Gathered there are pale faced weavers from Spitalfields, with flexible, delicate fingers, cane-chair workers, with hard and horny hands; brawny, swart hammermen, and stout-limbed big-muscled strikers, both of them probably from some neighbouring foundry....]

In this paper I aimed to explore the development of discourses of sustainable natural processes with references to aesthetic, scientific, and municipal elements. In relation to the history of ‘landscape shaping’ I am interested in the notion that trees could be actors in a managed and bio-engineered dynamic sustainable landscape of amenity, and also in terms of ‘sociologies of knowledge’ in the role of anonymous amateur readers and observers of the landscape, such as the ‘angling army’ of coarse fishermen, day trippers to the Highlands, or the participants in the Forestry and Fishing exhibitions. 

In considering municipal nature, we see a less elevated and much more impure, compromised acceptance of ‘human defilement’. As many writers on this topic and conference speakers have already stated, it is almost impossible to avoid current environmental concerns and debates from informing one’s approaches and methods; if I want to align myself to current environmental debates, it is evident that my research into Victorian notions of sustainability have led me away from a ‘deep ecology’ or polarised view of nature ‘out there’ but towards some current approaches to urban cultural environmentalism.* 
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